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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 18, 1953

MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8.000

Vol. LXXIV; No, 243

TRUMAN HAMPERED' FBI :SAYS HOOVER

_MINN

at Sale
ory

r gig
_i,.

Prizes Will
Tray State Ends Season
Be Given On SyIn Bowling Green
November 28

OFF TO OTTAWA

Democratic Position Not
Weakened By Testimony,Said

The Thoroua.
4 Murray with a long pass. The year before
State close out .
football Murray won 23-6 to wrap up their
season Saturday ate.% .m at Bow- third
By RAYMOND LAHR
Mr. Truman declined to comconference
championship
The $1500 in prizes which will ling Green with their traditional
United Press Staff Correspondent ment but
under Faurot.
Democratic National
be given by the merchant
s of encounter with the Hilltoppers of
In 1950, the Hilltoppers took deWASHINGTON, Nov. 18, V-- Chairman Stephen A. Mitchell said
Murray, will be given away
at 2 Western Kentucky.
light In holding the Racers to a
Republicans promised today to fol- he didn't believe the "Democratic
p.m. on Saturday, November
27-27 draw after Faurot had al28.
low
up the Harry Dexter White position was weakened" by the
As
far
as
the
record
goes, the
according to
an
announcement
ready wor
.i the OVC title.
case
with more sensational sty Brownell and Hoover testimony.
game
is
a
contest
to get out of
made today.
Chairman William E. Jenner
The game this year looks like
exposures to hammer their charge
next to bottom spot In the Ohio
that the Truman administration Incla of the Internal Security SubThe prizes will be given at the Valley conference standings where a toes up. The season record shows
was "blind" to the dangers of committee promptly launched an
door of the court house. Prizes the two teams are now tied with a stronger Hilltopper outfit along
investigation of other alleged spies
the way with a weaker Murray
Communist infiltration
include a home freezer, a bicy- one victory in each OVC
play team
mentioned in the same FBI reports
A
high
official
gradually improving
of
the
Repuolic
cle, breakfast room suite, shot against three losses.
an
with
National Committee told a report- ac White.
each contest until now the teams
gun, television set, luggage, washJenner "invited" former TreasBut the record book leaves off appear
er Were going to hang one case
well matched.
ing machine, Tappan gas range.
ury Secretary John W. Snyder to
where must players and fans on
after
another
on
the
Team
Democrat
statistics on the
s
silverware set and electric sewThorboth sides start counting. Upon the oughbred
from now until the congressional appear at a subcommittee meets show they have likeing machine.
ing today to answer questions
outcome of the game actually de- wise
elections
next
Novembe
r.
been rather evenly matched
GOP political strategists were about Harold Glasser, a former
The giving of the prizes will panda the success or. failur.: of the with their opponents this
season.
elated at FBI Director J. Edgar Treasury official 'is-ho followed
climax the eight week hog Mur- year for both teams,
The Racers have 19 touchdowns
Hoover's testimony Tuesday that White into, the monetary fund alray Opportunity Days event which
At least .4hat's the way It has to 17 fur their opponents
and 134
the F3I was "hampered" rather though he had been named in FBI
has been in progress. The rest of been over the years since the points to 115. They
have both
than helped by former President reports as an alleged spy.
this week and all of next week is series was inaugurated in 1931. kicked a field goal,
while the
Snyder told the United Press in
Truman's decision to let White
all that remaine of the event in So far, Murray has won six and Racers have 15 extra
points to 10
take a high post in the interna- Toledo. Ohio, that he was "willing
which special bargains have been Westerrr has won nine, with four for their opponent
s. The Racers
tional Monetary Fund in 1946 after to testify" but that he received
offered.
ties scattered along the way.
have scored a safety while' their
he had been accused of spying. the summons so late he couldn't
Lust year the Hilltoppers snatch- opposition was going blank
in
Mr Truman had asserted Monday get to Washington in time for toEach Wednesday a double page
ed a 12-7 win out of the waning that department..
THOSE 1110 Eisenhower smiles beam from rear train platform as the President and Mamie ssase
night that he did this to enable day's meeting. He said he would
spread has been run in the daily
seconds of the game at Murray
Oddly enough, the Racers have
goodby on leaving Washington for Ottawa and a conference with Canadian government officials.
the FBI to continue a government- be "happy" to appear later.
Ledger and Times listing the barIt
The subcommittee also asked the •
rushed the ball 341 times to the
La the President's first trip outside the U. S. since his inauguration- (international Souniiphoto/
wide spy hunt without tipping o/
gains good for Thursda7, Friday
same number for their opponents,
suspects that they were being Justice Department for informaand Saturday of that week.
tion on when the FBI issued renetting 1639 yards to 1374, for a
watched
84 average to an even 4 for the
Attention is called to the two
Hoover made a dramatic appear- ports naming Glasser, V. Frank
opposition.
pages today, so that the citizens
ance before the Senate Internal Coe and Victor Perlo as spy susIn the air, the Racers have comcan take advantage of the bargain
Security Subcommittee after Att. pects. Their names figured in Tuespleted 42 of 102 tosses for
prices offered.
Gen. Herbert Brownell Jr testified day's hearing.
Visiting Hours: 10.30 - 11.30 A.M.
yards while their opponents were
that Justice Department records
2:30 - 4'30 P.M.
The prizes are being given by
failed to show that Mr. Truman
picking up 823 yards through the
700- 8.30 P.M.
the merchants at Murray and the
The city tire department
was air on 47 completions
had taken any steps to keep White
in 101 tries.
called
event was originated by
last
night
about 7:30 to the
from getting secret information
Monday's complete record follows:
The Racers total plays number
them.
Merchants pooled them money for Superior Laundry and Cleaners 64.1 to
during the time he supposedly was
442 for their
Census
the prizes and purchased them to on North Fourth Street.
serving as a "decoy"
giving them 2279 yardso
46
oRP°i
Ye
dtrt
Adult
Beats
Both trucks were taken to 'the against
give as a 'group.
Senate Republican Leader Wil1897 yards for the oppoEmergency Beds
By PHIL NEWSOM
scene of the fire.
It
sition.
FORT BRAGG. N. C. Nov 18 SP liam F Knowland said the testiThe prizes will be on display
United
Press
Patients
Admitted
Foreign News Editor
Thomas Banks, owner of
6
the
—An American Air Force board mony, backed up by long.secret
Individually, right halfback Carl
this week end at the old location concern, said that
Patients Dismissed
4
the fire, which Walker and
The story of Lavrenti Beni!' is
arrives today to investigate the FBI documents. was -factual and
left halfback Johnny
of the Parker Grocery on
New,
Citizens
the was quickly extinguished, apparBohna are the top scoring Racers as good • cloak-and-dagger piece
crash of a C119 "Flying Boxcar" devastating in showing the caresouth side of the square.
ently started in a 'wastebasket at
lessness with which the Truman
Patients admitted from Friday which slashed through a
with five touchdowns each. On as has come out of Europe since
mass administration
Mrs. W P. Roberts chairman ol
dealt with security
the war.
The prizes may all be seen at the end of a counter at the rear the ground Walker is leading
5:00
P.M.
drop
to
of
Monday
hundreds
5:00
paratroo
of
P.M.
per-.
his
problems"
the .T N Williams chanter Unitthat location. It is expected that of the laundry.
killing 15 men and injuring 11
teammates with 381 yards in 39
Where else except in fiction
ed Daughters of the Confederacy,
Mr. Kynois McClure. '305 WoodThe fire burned quickly
and tries while Bohna
they will be placed in the buildis second with could there be such
lois been notified by former- Sen.
caught the' end of the counter on
All but one of
a set of cir- lawn. Murray; Mrs. Ralph Wright,
the
plane's
ing today or tomorrow.
343 yards in 44 tries.
cumstances providing intrigue be' and baby boy, Rt. 3. Murray; Mrs. "stick" of 40 paratroopers leaped
Ceoree Overbey and the Hiehway
Bargains will be advertised both fire and burned two or three carWalker is also the top pass re- hind the
dark walls of the Krem- John Howell Willeford and baby to safety Tuesday as the big craft
Denartment that the inscription
this week and next an the daily riage like contrivances used to ceiver, having picked up
190 yards lin, the treacherous climb to power girl. Puryear. Tenn ; Master Coley whipped in a tight turn
written by Mrs. Roberts for the
to avoid t
Ledger and Times as an end to move unwashed clothing to the in 11 catches. Quarterback
and
the
sudden
McDevitt
Ray
fall, and now the
, 915 Sycamore, Murray; billowing parachutes
proper department.
chapter has been accepted by the
and
then
the eight weeks event.
Lafser is the top passer with 19 mystery of his
Master
Jerald Thomas Wallace, plunged to earth.
whereabouts and
Historical Paarierv of Keroockv and
Some clothing Was burned Firecompleted attempts for 300 yards. whether he is alive or
313 W. 7th, Benton; Mr. Joe Powdead'
men extinguished the blaze with
is being forwarded to Murray
The
pilot, who heroicaily stayell. Hardin; Mr. Bobby Davis. Big
Notice will be given when this
carbon dioxide.
But beyond the outlines' of ths
Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs. Jesse Parrisn ed with his plane to guide it away
As warmly personal as the chil- marker is to be placed by the
Mr. Banks said that he had been
mystery thriller also la the untold
and baby boy, Rt. I, Alm(); Mr. from the jump. three crew mem- dren singing carols at your door. Highway Department.
gone from the laundry about an
and .a fitstory of Beria's 100 days of power.
Joe Hicks. Made!. Tenn.; Mr. Wil- bers and one paratrooper died .ut the 1953 Christmas Seal, symbol ting ceremon
hour when he received a call from
y will be conducted'
and what his fall may or may not
burn Hal Hurt. Hazel; Miss Raiz the C119 plowed in to a pine for- of the fight against tuberculosis. on
Ray Brownfield telling him that a
right-of
the
-way in front of
mean to the West.
Anne Farris, Rt 4. Murray; Mrs. est and burned. Ten paratroopers will bring Christmas into every
The Hazel Parent-Teacher Asso- fire was burning at
the place -on Highway 641
All
the rear of
One theory comes to two rather Ellis J. Meadaws, 708 Olive,
were killed by the huge plane as home in the community from_the Interested %lemons
ciation has postponed its regular his laundry Brownfie
Murin Murray and
ld, who first
startling conclusions:
ray; Mrs. Jessie Duel Parrish and it plunged to earth.
meeting which was to have been saw the blaze, reported
Calloway
County Tuberculosis As- Calloway County are invited.
LONDON, Nov 18 aff—A "killer
the fire to
I. Berra. No. 2 man in the gov- baby boy. Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs. Presheld Thursday afternoon, Novem- the local department
sociation.
The is...ie.-lotion read. as follows:
from
the smog," similar to one which took ernment, head of the
The Air" Force ordered a board
ton Southard and baby boy. Rt.
secret
police
ber 19. at the school.
In a preview of this year's Seal
Hendon Service Station
NATHAN B. STURBLEFIELD
an estimated 4,000 lives last year, and of the
of inquiry from Lawton Air Force
2.
Murray;
atomic
Mr
Scott
energy
Solomon
E.
,
prorram,
Officers of the organization said
attention is called to the —1500
The damage to the laundry was settled over Britain today and supreme
1860-1928
Base. Calif. here to investigate the
501
boss
Vine
St..
of
Murray;
the
Master
Soviet's
slave
the meeting was postponed due to not too great and services
year old tradition of singing asInventor of Radio
will appeared more deadly than ever. labor, was guilty of all the things Dewey Wendell Mills. Rt. 1, Ben- cause of the crash.
the many cases of polio in the not be interrupted, Banks
sociated with the Christmas seaTime cannot 'teach forgetfulness
The Greenwich Observatory re- Premier Georgi Malenko
said
v accused ton; Mr Earnest A. Underwood,
school district.
today.
The sudden tragedy came as 23 son
of Nathan B. Stubblefield, The
ported a greater concentration of tam of, except for being
an "agent Rt. 4, Murray.
The Carol singers. or "waits" as Man who paved the wat, for t,tre
"Flying Boxcars" began mass drop
smoke and sulphur dioxide in the of Western Imperialism"
maneuvers over a drop zone in a they are called in Englarct. come human voice to be heard around
air than was detected at the be2. For the West, his fall was one
remote area of this huge military to your door, bundled agafrist the the world
ginning of last year's "great fog." of the luckiest things that ever
base. The planes were carrying cold in overcoats, knitted mufThe haze engulfed 25 counties of happened.
40 members each of the famed flers and cape. "bringing Christthis island kinikdorn Tuesday. On
Berta, according to this theory,
82nd Airborne Division and the Christmas Seal does the same
Tuesday night it retreated tem- is a man who tried to change the
mas." Almost literally, this year's
XVIII Corps.
porarily But the Air
Ministry flow of history.
thing.
Rena sought to turn CommuWeather Bureau reported it would
Eyewitnesses said the twin-enFeaturing the Joyful Face of •
be widespread today over south nism back into an "international"
gined plane seemed to lose speed Singing Child,
wearing red mitand central London, and predict- course, to lower the West's guard
and
dropped out of the forma- tens and an old-fashioner
' green
ed it would still be around Thurs- with a policy of "peaceful co-extion, cutting through the para- stocking cap
NEW YORK. Nov. 18 all—Three
istence- and to stake eventual
and muffler, and
day.
troopers as they spilled from the holding an open
book of carol& major radio and television netGreat clouds of the bilious mix- world victory on Communism's
planes ahead.
own ability to pore from withal.
the 1953 Christmas Seal is being works offered time to S0111. JOture of fog and smoke
from
Mrs. Ida Ross, age 80. passed
Inside the Soviet Union, a fardelivered by mail to the homes seoh R. McCarthy today to anthousands of industrial chimneys
Sgt.
Jessie
Errington
,
Negro
away this morning at 7 45 at the
of the residents of the county.
swer former President Harry S.
combined to paralyze life in au- reaching amnesty was proclaimed. Murray
Hospital. She had been ill jumpmaster from Newport News,
The Singing Child on the Seal Truman's attack on "McCarthytumn's first big weather blackout the "rule of legality and law" emVa..
stayed
by his post until all
phasized and a reform of the crim- for the past month with a heart
of ,the year.
his 20 paratroopers leaped from Is hope to millions of Americans. ism."
condition. -1&
-inal code promised
The National Broadcasting Co.
Londoners sought to escape the
the falling craft Then he jumped The Seal itself represents faith,
•.)1
The campaign of glorification cf
hope and a happy and healthy fu- and the American jir:ondca
smog's gagging effects with "smart
She had isefn a member of the from a height of ahout 300 feet.
sting
the Russian people was stopped,
ture for many
Co. said they would make radio
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
masks" of gauze and
adhesive as well as the
They had started jumping, than
persecuti
on
The
of
Calloway
County
Presbyterian Church for sixty-six "I heard
tape, and Scotland Yard mustered
Tubercu- and television time. available to
something hit the top of losis
"bourgeois
nationalists" to
the years. Mrs. Ross was
Association has been in the McCarthy, The Mutual Eroadcast
It, forces to cope wit% the sharp
born and the plane and little bits of glass
-;._
non-Russian Soviet republics.
fight
of
...
P
reventio
n and Control log System, which has no telereared in Calloway County and fell down
climb in smash-and-grab
thefts
Serie had worked for 32 years
all over us." Errington, here in Calloway
for approximate- vision network, said it
which came in its wake.
would
a veteran paratrooper. said.
to reach the position of power lived here for all her life.
ly thirty-five years and is
She was the wife of the late
Police patrolling
affil- make radio time available
the
"A lot more of our men would iated
gloomy from which he made his fatal grab
with the National Tutetc-uJohn I Ross, Sr. who died March have
bark streets of the West End and for all or nothing.
- McCarthy aaked../cir "eonal t'abeen killed if the
pilot losis'
t'itssyciation _ By
central London were
buying ditties" to match the 3
especially
two hadn't stuck to the controlii.!--" he
With the death of Stalin. Malen- 8. 1933. Survivors Include
,
1 minirfer
Chriatena
sSeals
alert for hoodlums who heaved kov and Berra
we
can
daughter
all
Mrs.
s
pales
share
Mae
of said
of free radio and television time
were Nos. I and
In this great task of protectin
bricks through
Murray
route
store
two; a daughter-ing Which the networks gave to Mr.
windows, In the government.
As Errington landed on
the ourselves and our
scooped up handfuls of whatever
children and Truman as a public service
Beria was the man with a plan law Mn" Herman Ross of Mur- sandy soil, the plane crashed, skidfor
our
neighbor'
s
Was inside, and then disappea
children
ray;
one
',from this his statement in the Harry
son John 1. ROM Jr. of ded about 300 yards
red and immediately' his influences beDexter
and burst unnecessary disease.
Into the haze
gan to be felt in all fields of Detroit; a sister Mrs. Potter Las- into flames. Wreckage was
White controverter Monday nieht.
This handsome Norge Washing Machine will be one 'of Passengers
blown
of Murray route four: eight over a wide area
were stranded by the Soviet state and party activity.
It was estimated that if Mr.
the prizes given on November 28 at 2:00 p. m. at the hundreds.
But on June 17 came the Berlin randchildren, and seven
greatTruman had paid for the 30 minThe jumpmaster said he ran to
and East German riots, which sup- grandchildren.
courthouse door.
utes of radio and television time
the downed C119 and vise the piporters of this particular Berra
One son Herman Ross preceded lot's body lying
it would have cost him
outside the smashThe washing machine is one of $1600 in prizes given
about
theory belleve was his downfall
her in death in January 1951.
8300.000
ed debris. Rescue crews found the
FRANKFORT, Nov 8 41'1—State
by merchants of Murray as a climax to the eight weeks
Ten. days after the riots, the
The funeral will be held at the bodies of three
In his ttilk the former president
other crew mem- Division
of Forestry offidals said
Central Committee of the Commu- North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Murray Opportunity Days sales event. Included in the
corruntion of truth. the ahreelaabers and of Capt. Adam G. Meistoday the only bright snot in the
nist Party of the. Soviet Union of- Presbyterian Church Thursday at
corruption of truth, the abondoneel-. Fayetteville, .T4. C. ranking
list of prizes is a TV set, electric sewing machine, Tap- The Lynn Grove Parent-Teacher ficially charged hip with 'treason. 2.00 p.m. with Rev
forfeit fire picture is the rineei.
Joe Ben Irby paratroop officer in the plane
ment,of our historical devotion to
who bility of tight
Association will hold its muter esPionage, subversive
pan gas range and many other valuable prizes.
showers predicted fair play and
activity and and Rev. Earl Phelps officiating. waited until
his Men were safely for
the due process of
meeting Thursday November419, at with having favored a "policy
this
weekend.
Burial will be in the Church out.
of
Registration is now in progress at Murray stores and two pm at the high schng14
law.
capitulation."
The
division
cemetery.
warned the forest
Mr Truman said he wax not reThe pilot was identifiad as 1st
no purchase is necessary to do so. Merchants are offer- Each member is askea to be Melenkov saved himself by re- The J.
fire situation in Kentucky could
H. Churchill Funeral Lt. j
ferring to "the senator from WisClark of the 146th become
present to help plan for the ban- nouncing Beria and the
policies he Home will be in charge of art Troop
much more serious dur- consin—
ing special bargains during this period,
he is only important in
Carrier Sqdn., Charleston
quet to be held November 27.
had actively supported.
ing the next few days, as strong
Vangements.
that his name has tailwn on a dicAir Force .Base. S. C.
winds 'are .4XPected•
tionary meaning In-jthe world."

Firemen Called
To Laundry

Beria Case
I
6.40
Good.CloakDagger Story

Murray Hospital

Fifteen Killed
As Plane Hits
Paratroopers

Marker To
Stubblefield
To Be Placed
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Hazel PTA Postpones
Regular Meeting

Killer Fog In
Britain Closes
In On Citizens

Mrs.Ida Ross
Dies Today
At Hospital
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Networks Offer
McCarthy Time To
Answer Truman

Light Showers May
Aid Fire Situation
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TODAI S SPORTS PARADE

Reg. US. Pat. Off.
By OSCAR FRALEt
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK. Nov. 18, IP-Thoroughly convinced that "to era- es
htanan" but still looking for a
-form" weekend-Fraley's Follies
and the weekend football "winners."
ense
Game Of The Week

Supply Company

Ohio stat.e_fver Michigan: A
tossup. Also: Minnesota over Wisconsin,
Missouri over Kansae and Oklahoma over Nebraska.
The West

Souther!. Cal ov er UCLA: If
they're right.
Oregon over Oregon State:
Handily.
Washington over Washingt)n
State: Traditional.
Also: COP over Fresno, Utah
State over Idaho
The Southwest
Baylor over SMU: Picking up
the pieces.
Rice over TCU On the front
burner.
Also: LSU over Arkansas. Texas
Tech over Houston. Detroit over
Tulsa, Kansas State over A.azon
and North Texas State di,er Hind in-Simmons.

et

\CRO,

Stanford over California: A win
PERFORMANCE WORTH WHILE
here could put Stanford In the
Rose Bowl and that psychological
When the United Nations agreed to permit
MARKIN() 297M ANNIVERSARY of the Falange party, Generali
Commun- lift plus the passing of Bobby Gaissimo
Francisco Franco, Spanish Met of state, addresse
ist authorities to question red prisoners
s an estimated
in Korea who rett should carry the Indians past
100,000
persons
from
over
Spain at first national congress of
had renounced their cause and asked
in-and-out California team
us for asylum we an
Falangists, in a Madrid soccer stadium.(international Sounelp
which, however, should be about
hoto)
thought it was a concession that border
ed on appease- ready for an -in" week.
ment.
lbe Undefeateds
Notre Dame over Iowa: The
stand why the customers don't
It now appears this was a wise move and
complain about the musical end.
,that the Hawkeyes ajways come up = for
this game and they
They're still too wrapped up in
Cornmynists are the ones losing face as the
a vastly
prisoners underrated team.. But have
the mere wonder of television. Afthe Irish are
shout their defiance at their examiners. There
ter all, it took the movies a good
has nev- rated by Navy's Eddie Erdelatz
er been an invitation to "come home- that
The best team rve seen
many years to come to the point
has met with as
my four years at the academy."
where scoring a picture became as
such flat refusal.
Maryland over Alabama- 'Barra
much a part of turning out a film
as buying the raw stock to run
did it last year find looked great
On the other hind we are not only ,embarrassed
, but in beating Georgia Tech. But this
through the cameras.
greatly moved and grieved, that there.are 22 Ameri
can is an even better team than Mary"I'll bet the
viewer who
land had last year and they want
By JACK GAVER
soliters who have thus far refused to come home and
in- revenge-which they'll get.
tally-preparei
United Press Staff Correspondent doesn't yet m
sist on living with the COmmunists.
NEW YORK
The East
- Television musical backgrounds in his living
viewers are getting gYPPect ac- room would be the first to comYale
over
Harvard
:
For
the
Big
This is a small nagnber, to be sure, but we can't
plain if he went to a movie theatre
cording to Harry Sosnick.
help Three title.
but wonder whether their refusal is due to threat
Dartmou
th
over
Princeto
n:
If
They are getting gypped in the
s or they stay awake.
promises by their captors, or whether something
matter of Music. Sagnik is a musiin their Penn State over-Pitt: One of
cian.
lives in this great country caused it.
those Amts.
But the custcimers aren't comColumbia over Rutgers: The gem
plaining" he said, "and even if
Whether we like it or not we do know the presen
ocean.
this
of
t genthey did, I don't know what
Also: Boston University over
eration of boys in America face a form of compul
be done about it, the tel,
sory Temple. Fordham over Holy Cross:
mikary service no generation in the past has ever
setup being what it is."
faced, Syracuse over Villanova and LeSosnick is a veteran •oschestra
and we can't be surprised if some become disgruntled.
high over Lafayette..
condurtor,• arranger and composer
. The South
.
-who is one of the best known men Puryear Lumber Co.
The Sunday papers contained a picture of an Amish
Georgia Tech over Duke: The
in the musical field of radio and
big bounce.
youth who faces prosecution because he evade
TV His list of credits would prod the North Carolina over Virginia:
vide an evening's reading. Curdratft. He did so because military service is agains
t his Could be rough.
rently he conducts ABC's "Orchid
Tennessee over Kentucky: a
religious belief.
Award" variety show on Sunday
hunch.
nights.
There appeared another picture of a couple whose Mississippi Southern Over Geor-The fact is." he continued. "that
gia: The sleeper.
third and iast son has been drafted. They had two
except for the few big variety
sons Also: Auburn over Clemson,
shows on TV. there is little live
killed in World War Two and the husband and father W & M over W dr L. West Virginia over North Carolina State, VP! SOME SORT of niche in history music. Most of the drama* shows
has notified the draft board that he believe
s his wife will over Vail. George Washington over
Is achieved, perhaps, by pip* --and they're a big part of the
die if the last son is drafted.
Rirhmond. Wake Forest over Fur- smoking George Cooper, shown TV total-depend upon putting
together bits of recorded must._
Yailderbilt over Middle TenWiring with reporters to New
We know a boy who volunteered
York after servings subpoena on from the libraries.
for duty in two nessee'''and' South Carolina over
"The reason for this is obvious
Wofford.
former President Truman to -the
different branches of the service because he wante
tremendous cost of TV
d to
Midwest
The
testify
before
House
the
unescape service in the infantry. He was turned down
In the great days of 'live'
Michigan State 0'. Cr Marquette:
American activities committee shows
in
the musical end of a show
both branches, but when he was called in the draft
the Big Ten's best.
on the Harry Dexter White radio,
he Still
was the important one and often
Illinois over Northwestern: Pourcase. It is the first time in his- the
wae promptly accepted and is now serving in the
biggest part of the budget.
infan- ing it on.
tory a former President has But how
try in Korea.
much else was there to
Purdue over Indiana: The bluesubpoenaed. Cooper is a spend money
been
on in radio'
•ALAI Nate special.
staff member. (International)
-In
televisi
on, Isowever. you've
Cases like these are almost certain to cause bitterness,
got
a
lot
of other things. You have
especially since there are so many thousands of boys u`ho
to have the cameras. There must
escape military duty altogether because they chose a
be cameramen to operate them.
carYou have to have scenery and coseer in the sciences, or have enough money to attend
the
tumes and all sorts of epecialized
.college of their choice.
directors to coordinate these many
elements.
One thing that makes this country great is the freedom
'These things are all very expensive and you absolutely haoe
to choose one's vocation, whether it be military, or otherto have them whatever the price
wise. Our boys have proven on every occasion they are
may be So the one thing they
willing to fight if need be, but they prefer peaceful
consider last and the one thing
vothey feel they can dispense with
cations.
is 'live'. musk.
-Being a. musician. I'm PrejuOur forefathers settled in the American wilderness so
diced, let's say. but I do feel that
Calloway County
they could .raise sons who .would not be impressed into
this is a little on the penny-wise.
the King's Army or Navy. Can we expect youth to
Umber Company
pound-foolish bide. 'Live' music
feel
gives so much to any sort of a
more inclined to be drafted for a "police action" becatA
e
show. And after the experiences The NEW Building Material
it is ordered by a President instead of a King?
I've had in TV rehearsals, I would
say that the cost of musicians is
We have the greatest sympathy for our leaders who
minor.
Phone 72,
CmPanMurray, Ky.
"Of course It is essy to tinderare charged with our nation's security. At the same
time we are concerned about some things we consid
er
greater than security,'and freedom is one of them.
It is one thing to consider the 22 American boys who
prefer Communism to the American way of life as mentally defective. It is quite another to get to the bottom
of
the matter and find out why they„prefer IL
p.
SINGER DICK HAYMES talks with a reporter as he leaves- Par,
If they are indeed defective mentally 'illy were they
East hospital, New York, where he was ordered to go by
(international BMW phor
totter for hypertension.
drafted or accepted for military duty? If they are browbeaten and afraid why can't our examiners in Korea
find it out? If they are disgruntled because they feel
they have been given a dirty deal by the army their
families should know that, too. The truth may hurt,
By special arrangements
It Own.* romaine's.' of your
with Dr. Wm, M. Scholl.
but it is better than to deceive ourselves. ,
arches and a they may be the
cause of your lima and leg
world-noted Foot t hartt
pain.;
akin.%
erientific a.otre
Special
his
of
Repre..en
t.The performance going on at Panmunjom is giving us
musty. not only your
alive* from Chicago Headoboe,
am. and wnftls, hut the
a renewed, respect by the -world at,largle. The only digquarters will be here to
proper •h•pe shoes you shoal I
11Stiat our regtdar ruff In
cord Isiiht'
wear for all day foot ease.
- 22—bdYg-1.;
'
;Vtie
fir-tire—To come sack to their
renderin
this
g
Free
l'edoloved ones in America. We hope we can s-cii find old
If you have corns, rallouses.
graphic Foot Test Service.
dmroons, weak or fallen •rehei.
why.
•n• erim
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SPECIAL

Nov. 19th

MURRAY SELF SERVICE
WASHINGETTE
We will wash 15 lbs. for 1.00 Each Wednesday and Friday. Locted South 5th
Street back of Ice Plant, hone 1171

$O COST Ot OSUGATION
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Transparent, Water Repellant, Etc.

Contact Your Local Lumber,
Building Supply, Paint or Hardware
Dealer for Information.

'NNW:

Have
- a bone-dry
*basement
•

'
Si
Nothing is as good as STADRI for stopping water
and
beautifying
y. STADRI is the *masonr
inorganic mineral
coating for all masonry, that
stays white when
is not
subject to weatherwet.
-wear, organic deterioration,
disintegration, rubbing
flaking
:ind is stone-likeoffin orresisting
erosion.
Newcomers to the masonry
waterproofin g field
"new", "never before" say
Ind
make Claims that STA-DR
I
has exceeded for years
hundreds of othousands with
of
satisfied users to prove it.
Only STA-DRI dares to advertise and support the claim
that IT W11.1. HOLD
A
liVALL OF WATER NINE
FFET. HIGH wiTnouT
LEAKAGE, -,Containing a
?TQA
1d-Dart1dlzar
corne:w ah
hitrn
aari
a variety of colorsinatwino
extra
cost. Don't be satisfied
with
"second-raters" or take something that's "just as good".
Demand the
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says "Rest by packa
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Redheaded Piper Laurie and reckless Rock Hudson relive the adventurous days of ancient Bagdad in Universal-International's Technicolor production of "The Golden
Blade," featuring Gene Evans and Kathleen Hughes.
"The Co4den Blade" opens Thursday at the Varsity
Theatre,

ADAMS SHOE STORE
Phone 106-W
•
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•
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cottonseed meal at $35 a ton.

I

RFS
pany

FOR SALE

I

FOR SALE — DUNCAN PHYFE
sofa end wing back chair, practically new; also Pan American gas
range.—Call 806 or 1556.
N 18c

FOR SALE — TH,REE
REGISTERed Aberdeen Angus butte
age 10
TWO USED BOYS SUITS, GOOD
to 12 months.—A. G.
Outland, 309 condition. Sizes ler
15-16-17 year
North 4th r at Phone 181.
n2Op old boys.—Call 698-J-1 after 3:00
p.m.
rine)
FOR SALE—ONE LARGE
SCOTSman oil heater. Like new
for sale
fit late season clearance
price. One
oedium size oil heater weh
blower, $5000. One good used 7
ft. refrigerator for $50.00.
One gas
beauty range almest new for
$90.
Airlene Gas Company, 584
Main.
n19c

hand piano, cheap! If you don't
want to sell cheap, don't bother
to call.—T. 0. Baucum, Sr., Phone
122 days or 716 nights
nIlte
WANTED TO BUY — TWO CR
three good fresh milk cows. Call
8904-3 or see Thomas Parker,
Concord Highway.
n19c

Feed Received
By Farmers
Is Listed _

WANTED — YOUNG MAN FOR
steady full time job in semi-skilled capacity. Excellent opportunity.
Feeds received by Kentucky
Local. Can learn. Write Ettx 32-J,
Murray, Ky.
n2Gc farmers through the U. S. Department of Agriculture drought emergency program totaled 12 cars of
corn, 16 cars of oats. and 295 tons
of cottonseed meal and pellets, acWANTED TO BUY — SECONDNOTICE — THE H,ARRIS GROVE cording to reports received by the
Telephone Co. will meet at Tay- State USDA Drought Committee
Answer to Yeeterday's Pugale) lors Store,
Dec. 11th at 6:30 p.m.
to elect officers and operator for
311—Fixas solidly
WOW MOON WOW
1954.—Letion Hall, Sec. and Treas.
41—While
00W WORM OUO
42—Organ of
nl9p
MOW RPM MUOU
hearing
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MOM R WRM
certain tides
WO NOWIALSW OU
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910U WO(214il WMA
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NORM= WYJMANN
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ROR 91I1AM UWO
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NWRIAMWIL WM
qa
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The Hazel FFA officers particiAMOM UNW URKA
66—Containing
pated in the District Leadership
ORRa WOUOU V1174
nitrogen
Training at Murray Thursday afOrIN
63— Roc ka
65—Kind of
ternoon.
whiskey
FOR SALE—GOOD USED ELECtric cabinet sewing machine. Leading brand. See at 201 So. 15th or
call 15924.
n20c

WANTED

NOTICE

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1—Plalts
7—Buccaneer
13—Rescu•
14—Boast
16—Queen of
fairies
14—Minus
1S—Eneircls
19—Pronoun
10—Heal estate
me14
21—Poker stake
22—Prefix: half
24—Regret
26—Land
measure
is —I>scree
20—Frenchman
32—Chimney
carbon
24—Waste metal
35—Expertness
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Lamps and shades, slip-covered
chairs and Swedish weaving were
exhibited by members of home
makers clubs at the McCreary
County Fair.
About 100
mailboxes in two
Bourbon county communities were
painted in a 4-H club improvement
program.

The sentinel Bruce Wilson was
unable to go. The officers were
accompanied to Murray by their
advisor Carmon Parks.

from
FURCHES
113 South Fifth, Phone 193-i'

KEYS KEEL

Kirksey 4-H
News

Local Representative of the

COMMONWEALTH
Life Insurance Company
Home Office

K. E. COX

Each officer
attended a class
where the duties and responsibilities of his office were discussed.
Every Officer in the FFA is continually striving to improve his
abilities.

BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
Wash, Dry And Fold

the meeting with four absent The
Twenty three Chapters attended
with James Hugh Stewatt from
new district officers were elected
the Hazel Chapter elected treatsurer.

BUNDLE
Wednesday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

Reporter, Gerald L. Coles

pcteW

9 lbs. 79c
20 lbs. $1.39

119 MAN ems./ So.
=MISR
be
ree resew+ Sn.14.1.

So she'd lost—unless... Unitas bowl filled with apples, she had
she gambled again. Quickly Char- painted orange crates rod to serve
lotte decided. "It's going to sound as a bookcase and had hung yelCorny," she said. "My mother has low cotton curtains.
to have an operation; I pawned
"I've always loved color," her
the things to raise money for mother said. "It's very important
her."
to me."
Mr. Cummings made hand'
It was to Charlotte also.
washing motions. "I'll have to see
There was the strained silence.
this mother," he said. "And the What have we to talk about?
CHAPTER EIGHT
pawn tickets. Bring them te my Charlotte thought_ What did norAT LAST Mr. Cummings looked place at right-thirty tomorrow mal girls say to normal mothers?
Mearlotte over, from her straight evening." He told her where to If only she'd quit devouring
me
egs to her unwavering eyes. His come. "Perhaps I can help about with those great hungry eyes . . .
log-gray eyes held a look of sly the operation ..."
"Let rue fix you something," her
secrecy as they came to rest on
What would Emily Post do mother urged. "I have tea, and
ter face.
now? Say thank you for being crackers, apples."
"Sit down, Miss Morgan." be such a sweet, understanding sadist.
Her mother probably lived on
said. And when she did, he went I appreciate it, Mr. Cummings? tea and crackers. No wonder she
an. "Do you enjoy working at I'll do as much for you some day, was sick.
›elafield's, Miss Morgan?"
I can hardly wait to reciprocate.
"I can't stay," Charlotte said. I
"Very much."
She didn't say anything. As she can't sicalloic, either. "I didn't have
"Fve had the feeling that you left his office, Charlotte adjusted a chance to get a money order totare about a career, that you mean her expression, like a hat, just so. .day, there'll be a little delay, in
so get someplace, on to the big before she went down the aisle I fact Just a day or so. I wanted to
erne. And I think you could. Miss where everybody gaped to guess tell you."
eforgan. You have a way with what bad happened.
Her mother's eyes widened,
worda. But be t ter than that,
That was the day Dorothy be- wondering. "All day I've tried not
you're one of the few women la gun watching.
to think about what you said last
ousiness who doesn't let emotion
But now she must try to reach night," she said. "I push It down,
her, Rather remarkable. since her mother and explain. She would but it bobs up. So then I concen/00 do nave emotions. Don't you, telephone her tonight.
No. She trate on what it will be like to
Kiss Morgan?"
would go and see her, learn how have health again. I'm still a
Charlotte smiled slightly and she lived. Was it simply curiosity young woman, I'll be able to start
waited. Not letting emotions rule she felt?
new ..." The voice tethered. "Do
ter.
What else could it be?
have an apple." She passed the
Mr. Cummings laughed, only It
Charlotte waited till after she'd bowl to Charlotte, who took one
was not a laugh. "I could make eaten dinner. Then she started and cupped it in her hands.
something of you." He m used. slowly, even indecisively. It was
"Do you remember that big old
'Don't we pay you enough?"
as though she were a child, drag- Jonathan apple tree at home?"
applied
I've
"You mean because
ging home in dread of waiting Mrs. Morgan went on. "You used
punishment
!or a raise?"
to climb up to the top and just sit
Suppose her mother did scold? for hours in a little nook of
"I think you know I mean, beeauee of the missing merchandise. Who rn was she to cast a stone? branches. In the winter it was a
I wonder what you wanted enough What right had she? As she twisted ugly thing, as though It
to risk ruining such prominerg
ed along the dark side street, had arthritis in every limb. Then
prospects." His narrowed eyes
lotto made up retorts to .i- came the spring and it was young
paled her.
ce her mother.
again, blossoming like a bride."
"Do you think I took them?" A
Grimy kids with old faces played
"I thought you didn't like the
question was safer than an an- on the sidewalk. A fat w o man country," Charlotte said.
Ewer. Her index anger twitched walked her dog that wore a limp
"All the beauty was so shortagain.
red ribbon on his harness. His legs lived," her mother answered.
"People were taken in by what were as rbetunatic, his eyes as
Charlotte t w i at ed the apple
they regard as your open face. red-rimmed as those of his mis- around and around, el have to
Were they more perceptive, they'd tress, who kept conversing with tell you something," she began. "I
see it's merely restrained. You him In baby talk. The flotsam, the stole yesterday. I pawned store
have a rare ability to hide your jetsam. The tallow-sallow faces, jewelry to get the money. Nobody
feelings. Are you a kleptomaniac Te the sac They were the rule on knows but the president, Mr. CumCharlotte stbod up. -I've told this street where her mother lived. mings. He'll keep It quiet. He'll
Charlotte began to peer at the lend us the money, I think, If we'll
the detective my complete story,"
house numbers, seeing the dim go to his place tomorrow night."
she said coldly.
bulbs that barely lighted the dingy, Charlotte waited for the recrimi"Have you?"
_
Charlotte sew that Mr. Cum- dusky hallways. She climbed the nations.
mings was enjoying himself. "Mies twint steps of her mother's place
But her mother simply sat,
Morgan," he said. "I always know and pressed the bell of Charlotte hinds locked in her lap.
what people are thinking. Always. Morgan. The buzzer sounded, and
"Welt, go on, say it!" Charlotte
If you will confesa to me that you she went Inside. The odor of indi- mired. "Ask how
I could stoop to
took the things, I'll see that no- gence. of cabbage and cooking fol- stealing. Well, I'll tell
you how.
body else knows about It. Other- lowed her all the way up, but it It's because I had no mother to
seise, I'll keep on till you confess wasn't that alone which caused this guide me when my character
was
publicly. After that, I hardly think queasy qualm Within her.... being formed."
Delafiches or any other stars wow(' fisiudges of many hands stained
"I know," her mother said. "I
want your services. t wonder what the hall wallpaper, mars of many
-so:
heavy feet scuffed the bare stairs. know."
would become of you."
The sad, resigned eoice. The atCharlotte stared at him. It oc- All was drab, dark, dreary. Here
titude of acceptance, swallowing
curred to her his expression was inn arid sickness bred.
Her mother opened the door, her everything life served up.
Late that,cd..a man she'd once seen
"Is it that you want me to live?"
watching TV wrestlers, when they face Lighting when she saw who
she asked suddenly. And then, as
began to crack each other's It was.
"Charlotte! What a nice sur- though afraid to hear the answer,
lingers.
went on. "I'll meet you tomorrow
He leaned toward her. "I can prise. Come in."
The room was a box, but (Ther- night. Because I and I want to
help you to be big time," he said.
might—under
live,"
stand lotte sew that her mother had a
"I think we
touch. Tbara was a cheap blue .„....11kciFo Bs Coatiausd),
each other,"
—

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a
Sake

- - - Louisville
November 14. 1933
The Kirksey 4-H Club - met for
,Invites his many friends to consult him about the
second
their
regular
meeting,
advantages of the many Commonwealth savings
November 4. at 10:30 a.m. There
.
er was a good attendance in each
plans, burial insurance, and other insurance
progroup.
grams to assure a sound financial future for
There were thirty-four tn the
themselves and their families.
junior group and forty-one in the
senior group,p'resent at this meetThere is no obligation when you drop in to see him
ing.
at his home at Sycamore Extd. and 15th Street or
The election of officers was completed during this meeting. The
call 1657-J.
junior officers are; president. Betty Smth; vice president. Nancy
'Bazzell; secretary. Larry
Ray;
Song leader, Eva Mae McCallon;
Commonwealth Manager
and reporter Patty Loofman.
Box 8
Mayfield, Ky.
The senior officers are: president. Joe Ellis; vice president N▪.
Barbara Washer; secretary, Sonja 00
Greenfield, game leader, Farley.
Miss Rowland and Mr. Moss
gave a demonstration on the wiring of an electric plug.
Two community leaders were
present, they were Mrs Baron
Palmer
from
Wadeburge
the
Homemakers Club, who will help
the junior girls with their projects and Mrs. Kennith Palmer
from the Kirksey, Homemakers
Club. who Will help the senior
girls -with their projects.
Mrs. Palmer will meet with the
girls in the home economics room
each third Friday after school at
2:30 pet.
This month they will study pattern alteration Those who wart

The president Jimmy D. Foster;
vice president Dan Poyner; secretary Richard
James; treasurer,
James Hugh
Stewart; reporter,
Gerald L. Coles attended.

SYNOPSIS
Her eats weren't the only Miami
!tarrying Charlotte Morgan. ace copyenter for the Coaster CUmminite adsellaIng firm. There was her mother,
rho ran sway from her father. and
ter, when she was 12. Charlotte had
golen level ry to help her mother at,
hough she despised her Eric Hay
rag In love with her. Two other erniloyes of -The King" hated her and
ler cats kept trying to tell her someking.

It
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FFA News

I,

runt
tor

The feeds are available only for
'feeding basic foundation herds or
flocks (beef and dairy cattle, sheep
and goats) and arc authorized only
from the 27 counties first designat- for farmers who have less than a
30-day feed supply on hand and
ed in the program.
who are not in a financial position
These reports, made weekly to to buy feed at' prevailing
market
the state drought committee, prob- prices.
ably du not include most of the
Eligibility for the feeds at these
feeds received last week.
reduced prices is determined by
Orders received from the 27' county drought conlmittees comcounties and le, warded to PMA posed of the county PMA COM commodity offices, which arraege mittee chairman, the county Ex-ients. totaled 23 cars of corn. tension agent. the FHA county
55 cars of oats, I car of feed supervisor. and a prominent farmwheat, and 1.830 tons of cotton- er and a local banker selected by
seed meal and pellets as of Fri- the first three named.
day. November 13.
The program will be put mto
Feeds available to eligible farm- effect immediately in the 43 newly
ers in designated drought disaster designated counties. Farmers in
counties include corn at $1.00 a designated counties may ille apbushel, oats at 50 cents a bushel. plications for the feed at county
feed wheat at $1.10 a bushel, and PMA offices.

help with their sewing project Three bulldozerb have been
busy
may attend this meeting.
digging
ponds,
straightening
Mothers are urged to help their creeks and clearing land in
Menedaughters with their projects and fee county.
are welcome at the meetings.
Miss Rowland gave premuim
awards to the girls, who won ribbons on their clothing project at
the state fair.

LOANS
VARYING REACTIONS of Iran's former Premier Mohammed Mossadegh during his treason trial in Tehran—Upper: He gestares
with his spectacles during one of his tirades against the court.
Lower: But during the prosecutor's four-hour rebuttal against
him, In which the prosecutor termed some of Mossadegh's antics
"funnier than Char lie Chaplin." Mossadegh put tas coat under his
head and appeared to be asleep.
(International)

Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed

Friendly Finance
506 West Main
Phone 1180
MURRAY, KY.

BOONE
LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
South Side Court Square
111•••••=1....

NANCY

SLUGGO 1 -3
MAD AT
ME

By Ernie Bushnsiller
_ _

NOW I HAVE NO
BOY FRIEND TO
CARRY /sAY
BOOKS

•
r
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•

No OS

LIL' ABNER
NOW THET
MOONBEAM
HAI, QUIT;

NOT YET, MISS
MUDHEN,DEAR!!
--YOU MUST
CATCH ME.

YO'IS

MINE,
TY RON E
SHO'N ER,f3OCN
AN'leOU Jef

HON E.STI.VOR -IOU WON'T
RESPECT mE!!

by GEORGE?!
•iou ARE.
GAINING ON ME,

RUN BEAUTIFUL
ES TOGETHER!?

BLESS YOUR
STURDY

LEGS -Pr'

,
Se.d S

ABBIE

WE'LL BE $o
HAPP,
I!!- WE'LL

e• —Aa
ood *ID Srall••••

Is

F—A17."1/4

BY Al Estop •
SEA ff-OH,WHY
DID I LOOK
!
.1 — NI-1 LEGSTHEY'RE WILAKILNIN4Sif
FALL.114111 — RIG I-1T INTO
HER ARMILel".

dcErirrr--

an' SLATS

_
NER6S A PTA-kV
FOR THE CARE-TYPEWRITTEN LISTING LESS PLAYBOY
OE MY DEBTS- ekESSIVE, WHAT? AND TYPE
YOU HAVEN'T
A CONTRACT WHICH STIPULATES YOU ARE
A TRICK,
TO PAY THEM IMMEOATELY, AND THEN FORK MISSED
--,,
ROCKOVER TOME THREE tt::
rl MILLIONS THE
—
.4 MINUTE WE SET
THE MARRIAGE

By Raebuna Van Buren
LET'S PUT IT THIS WAY-THIS IS MYN
GOLDEN, IF YOU'LL FORGIVE THE
EXPRESSION, OPPORTUNITY..,AND
I WANT EVERYTHING
TO BE NEATLY
TIED
DOWN

BOYS HAVE AVOIDED I
E S
ME ALL MY LIFE...LIKE YOU
.. JUST
WAS THE BEARER OF MET THE
SOME PARTICULARLY N/RON6 KIND
OBNOXIOUS
0'BOYS,
DISEASE.'
MISS POLL'!.
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TODAI S SPORTS PARADE

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.
By OSCAR FRALEY
Flatted Press Sports Writer
•• ressrv• Lew right to reject any
NEW YORK. Nov. 18. IT—ThorAdeartining. twain to Um SWIM
w PtNc 'Yore news wimmi in our
oughly convinced that "to er,$19110110 all 110f fit ttie hist Interogt
human"
• OW
but still looking for 3
romoars
"form" weekend—Fraley's Follies
and the weekend football "winners."
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 1953
new
Game Of The Week
Stanford over Cal.ifornia:A win
here could put Stanford in the
Rose Bowl and that
When the United Nations agreed to
gical
permit Common- At plus the passing ofpsycholo
Bobby Gaiist authorities to question red prisoners
in Korea who ett should carry the Indians past
had renounced their cause and asked
n in-and-out California team
us for asylum we which.
however, should be about
thought it was a concession that border
ed on appease- ready for an l'in" week.
ment.
'Ilse tudefeateds
Notre Dame over Iowa: The
It now appears this was a wise
move and that the Hawkeyes always come up for
his game and they
Communists are the tries losing face as the
a vastly
prisoners underrated team. Buthave
the Irish are
shout their defiance at their examiners. There
rated
by Navy's Eddie. Erdelatz
has never been an invitation to "come home" that
"The best team I've seen !
In
has met with as
my
four years at the academy."
such frat refusal.
Maryland over Alabama Sarni
did it last year and Inked great
On the other hind we are not only embarrassed,
but In beating Georgia Tech. But this
greatly moved and grieved, that there are 22 Ameri
can s an even bett4r team -than Maryland had last year and they want
sol4iers who have thus far refused to come home
and in- revenge—which 'they'll
get.
sist on living with the Communists.
The East
Yale over Harvard: For the Big
This is a small number, to be sure, but we can't
help Three title.
but wonder whether their refusal is due to
Dartmouth over Princeton: If
threats or they
stay awake
promises by their captors, or Whether something
in their Penn State over Pitt: One of
lives in this great country caused it.
those games.
Columbia over Rutgers: The gem
Whether we like it or not we do know the presen
t gen- of this ocean.
Also: Boston University over
eration of boys in America face a form of
compulsory Temple. Fordham over Holy Cross.
military service no generation in the past has
ever faced, Syracuse over Villanova and Leand we can't be, surprised if some become disgru
high over Lafayette.'
ntled.
The South
•
The Sunday papers contained a picture of an
Tech over Duke: The
Amish bigGeorgia
bounce.
youth who faces prosecution because he • evade
d the
North ..Carolina over Virginia:
draft. He did so because military service is agains
t his Could be rough.
Tennessee over Kentuckr. a
religious belief.
Minch.
Mississippi Southern over Geor-There appeared another- picture of a couple
whose gii: The steeper.
third and iast son has been drafted. They had two
sons Also: Auburn over Clemson,
killed in World War Two and the husband and father W & ,k1 over W & L. West Virginia over North Carolina State. VPI
has notified the draft board that he believes his wife
will over VMI, George Washington over
die if the last son is drafted.
Rirhmond. Wake Forest over Furman. Vanderbilt over Middle TenWe know a boy who volunteered for duty in
two nessee and South Carolina over
Wofford.
different branches of the service because he wanted
to
The Midwest
escape service in the infantry. He. was turned down
Michigan State over Marquette:
in
both branches, but when he was called in the draft
the Big Ten's best.
he Still
Illinois over Northwestern: Pourwar promptly accepted and is now serving in the
infan- ing it on.
try in Korea.
Purdue over Indiana: The blue/date special.

PERFORMANCE WORTH WHILE

Cases like these are almost certain to cause bitterness,
especially since there are so many thousands of boys who
escape military duty altogether because they chose a career in the sciences, or have enough money to attend
the
college of their choice.

The Southwest
Baylor over SMU: Picking up
the pieces.
Rice over TCU: On ,the front
burner.
Also: LSU over Arkansas. Texas
Tech over Houston. Detroit over
Tulsa, Kansas State ever A,-zzoni
and North Tex-as State over itaidin-Simmons.

Niche in History

SOME SORT of niche( in history
Is achieved, perhaps, by pipe
smoking George 'Cooper, shown
talking with reporters In New
York after serving a subpoena on
former President Trutnan to
testily before the House unAmerican acUeittes committee
on the Harry Dexter Whits
case. It la the first time in history a former President has
been subpoenaed. Cooper Is a
staff member. (international)

DIAGNOSED AS HYPERTENSION

By JACK GAYER.
Press Staff Cerreepenlent
YORK el — Television
are getting gypped, acto Harry Sosnick.

They are getting gypped in the
matter of musig,'"Sosnik is a musician.
But the customers,. aren't complaining" he said, "and even if
they did. I don't know what could
be done about it, the teleision
setup being vhat it is ,.
Sosnick is a veteran oschestra
conductor, arranger and composer
who is one of the best known men
in the musical field of radio and
TV. His list of credits would provide an evening's reading. Cur
rently- he conducts ABC's "Orchid
Award" variety show on Sunday
nights.
"The fact is." he-continued. "tnat
except for the? few big variety
plows on TV, there is. little live
music. Most of the drama. shows
--and they're a big pail of the
TV total—depend upon putting
together bits of recorded music
from the libraries.
The reason for this is obvious
—the tremendous cost of TV
shows In the great days of live'
radio, the musical end of a show
was the important one and often
the biggest part of the budget.
But how much else was _there to
spend money on in 'radio?
-In television, however, you've
got a lot of other things. You have
to have the cameras. There must
be cameramen to operate them.
You have to have scenery and costumes and all sorts of specialized
directors to coordinate these many
elements.
'"These things are all very expensive and you absolutely have
to have them whatever the price
may be. So the one thing they
consider last and the one thing
they feel they can dispense with
is 'live' music.
"Being a musician. I'm prejudiced, let's say. but I do feel that
this is a little on the penny-wise,
pound-foolish side. 'Live' music
gives so much to any sort of a
show—ALAI ...after the experiences
I've had in TV rehearsals, I would
say that the, cost of musicians is
minor.
"Of course. it is eely to tinder-

stand why the customers don't
complain about the musical end.
They're still too wrapped up in
the mere wonder of television. Atter all, it took the movies a good
many years to come to the point
where scoring a picture became as
much a part of turning out a film
as buying the raw stock to run
through the cameras.

special arrangements
with Dr. Wm, M. S-holl.
world•nZterl Foot Authority,
one of hi.Special R rprc.entstir,* from Chicago Ilea+
quarters will be here to
assist out regular staff isi
rendering this Free Prvio.
graphic Foot Teat Service.

Thursday
Nov. 19th

•

NO COST OS 0111G AT1011
Redheaded Piper Laurie and reckless Rock Hudson re- 1
live the adventurous days of ancient Bagdad in Universal-International's Technicolor production of "The Golden
Blade," featuring Gene Evans and Kathleen Hughes. 1
-The Golden Blade" opens Thursday_ at the Varsity
Theatre.

•

2

Their Appointment
As Distributor
For

"I'll tiet the, , TV viewer who
doesn't yerYniis specially-prepared
musical backgrounds in his living
room would be the first to complain if he went to a movie theatre
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Nothing is as good as
DRI for stopping waterSTAand
beautifying masonry. STADRI iv the inorganic
mineral
coating for all masonry,
stays white when wet, is that
••••_ tubject to weather-wear, not
organic deterioration, disintegration. rubbing oft or flaking
and is stone-like in resisting
erosion.

'Don't we
"You
or a rails
"I thin)
cause of t
wonder
I
to risk
paled her.
"Do yot
question
ee.tie

Newcomers to the masonry
waterproofing field say
"new", `never before" and
make claims that STA-DR
has exceeded for years withf
hundreds of thousands
satisfied users to prove of
it.
Only STA•DRI dares to advertise and support the claim
that IT %VlI.l. HOLD
A
WALL OF WATER NINE
F1' Er HIGH
WITHOUT
LE.tKA(;E, Containing
'a
mold And mildew inhibitor
,
STA-DRI cornes in white and
a variety of colors at no
extra
cost. Don't be satisfied
with
"second -raters" or take something that's "just as
good".
Demand the package that
Baas "neat by Test". Demand STA-DRI,

It Jana.s conditions of year
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FREE FOOT TEST

..•

MURRAY SELF SERVICE
WASH1f4GE11E
We will wash 15 lbs. for $1.00 Each Wednesday and Friday. Located, South 5th
Street back of Ice Plant, Phone 1171

TV Viewers
Gypped Says
Sosnick

ar;

The performance going on at Panmunjom-is giving us
reuewed_respr.a.hy,the world at large. The only diiia
who refuse to tomeloved ones in America. We hope we can ex!ct, find Iiut
why.

SPECIAL

Announces
With Pride

MARKING 29TH ANNIVERSARY 01 the Falange party,
Generalissimo
Francisco Franco. Spanish chief of state,
addresses an estimated
100,000 persons from over Spain at first
national congress of
Falangists, In a Madrid soccer stadium.
(international Soundphoto)

LI
SINGER DICK HAYNES talk wi h a reporter as he leaves
r-lut hospital, New York, uh re ne was ordered to gb
(International flosend
doctor for hypertertaion,

FOR SAL
man oil I
at late se
nedium
tr. $50.00.
frigerator
.beauty rs
Airlene

l,CRO

tithed
NEW
viewers
cording

One thing that makes this country great is the freedom
to choose one's vocation, whether it be military, or otherwise. Our boys have proven on every occasion they
are
willing to fight if need be, but they prefer peaceful
vocations.
Our forefathers settled in the American wilderness so
they could raise sons who would not be impressed into
the King's Army or Navy. Can we expect youth to feel
more inclined to be drafted for a "police action" because
it is ordered by a President instead of a King?
We have the greatest sympathy- for our leaders who
are charted with our nation's security. At the same
time we are concerned about some things we consid
er
greater than security, and freedom is one of them.
It is one thing to consider the 22 American boys who
prefer Communism to the American way of life as mentally defective. It is quite another to get to the bottom
of
the matter and find out why they prefer it.
If they are indeed defective mentally why were they
drafted or accepted for military duty? If they are browbeaten and afraid why can't our examiners in Kure*
ftrid it out? If they are disgruntled because they feel
they have been given a dirty deal by the army their
families should know that, too. The truth may hurt,
but if is better than to deceive ourselves.

Supply Company

Ohio State over Michigan: A
tossup.
Also: Minnesota over Wisconsin,
Missouri over Kansatz and Oklahoma over Nebraska.
The Weal
Souther!. Cal .oaer UCLA: If
they're right.
Oregon
over
Oregon
State:
Handily.
Washington
over
Washingtm
State: Traditional.
Also: COP over Fresno, Utah
State over Idaho

FOR SAI
ed Aberc
to 12 mu
North 4th
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FOR SALE - DUNCAN PHYFE
and wing back chair, placticatty new; also Pan American gas
range.-Call 805 or 1558.
FOR SALE - TH,REE
N 18e
REGISTERed Aberdeen Angus bulls; age
10
TWO USED BOYS SUITS, GOOD
to 12 months.-A. G. Outland,
309 condition. Sizes fer 15-16-17 year
North 4th St., Phone 181.
n2OP old boys.-Call 698-J-I after 3:00

FOR SALE

sofa

hand piano, cheap! If you don't
want to sell cheap, don't botlfer
to call.-T. 0. Baucum, Sr., Phone
122 days or 716 nights.
n 1-Vc

WANTED TO BUY - TWO OR
three good fresh milk cows. Call
6904-3 or see Thomas Parker,
n19c
n2Op Concord Highway.

FOR SALE--ONE LARGE
SCOTS- FOR SALE-GOOD USED
ELEC- WANTED - YOUNG MAN FOR
man oil heater. Like new
for sale tric cabinet sewing machine. Lead- steady full time job in semi-skillat late season clearance
price. One ing brand. See at 201 So. 15th or ed capacity. Excellent opportunity.

(tedium size oil heater with blow..
call 15924.
Cr, $50 00. One good used
7 ft. refrigerator for $50.00.
One gas
.beauty range almost new
for $90.
Airlene Gab Company, 564
Main.
n19c WANTED TO BUY

ACROSS
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33-Fixes solidly.
41-While
42-Organ of
hearing
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certain tide'
SS-European
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60-Compass pottit
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62-Cut
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fairies
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Pt-Encircle
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17114pa

21-Poker stake
22-Prefix: hall
24-Regret
23-Land
measure
26-Itecree
25-Fre0chmen
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35-Ex pertness
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NOTICE

•

These reports, made weekly to
the state drought comrhittee, probably du not include most of the
feeds received last week.
Orders received iron the 27
counties and foiwarded to PMA
commodity offices, which arrange
ship cents. totaled 23 cars of corn.
55 cars of oats, 1 car of feed
wheat- and 1,830 tons of cottonseed meal and pellets as of Friday. November 13.
Feeds available to eligible farmers in designated drought disaster
counties include corn at $1.00 a
bushel, oats at 50 cents a bushel,
feed wheat at $1.10 a bushel, and

RANTS, TlI(N SLEEPS IN COURT

1--Contus•
2-Raged

r".77
.

Feed Received
By Farmers
Is Listed .

4

.11.1 Paine••••••• 1110.

/1/eC(34..
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bi— ER1011 MEE

4-F:xtsts
I-Plaything
6-Bespatter
7-Those who
go by
S--Prepoeltion
11-Qapital of
Lateig
15.-Chemical
compound
13.--Cheekered
woolen clot*
12-Church
fftotals
•
17- lunt end
momental
Coop on lace "
2S--Unmarrie4
woman
21-Pedal digit
30-Blemish
11-11onster
S7-Curia
16-Large grouts
,
of persons
36 -Moping
37--flap
Se-Pasty cement
40-Ora t tOn
43-Checks
4e --Stngine voles
17 -Orevice
45.--liprote event
IYC- Si, It
65-Note of morale
1P-PrePOidtkba

The president Jimmy D. Foster;
vice president Dan Poyner; secretary Richard
James; treasurer,
James Hugh
Stewart; reporter,
Gerald L. Coles attended.
The sentinel Bruce Wilson was
unable to go. The officers were
accompanied to Murray by their
advisor Carmon Parks.

the meeting with four absent The
Tweilly three Chapters attended
with Tames Hugh Stewart from
new district officers were elected
the Hazel Chapter elected tresssurer.
Reporter, Gerald L. Coles

po,W

luilding Sup-

er for Infor-
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all masonry, that
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Life Insurance Company
Home Office - - . Louisville
Invites his many friends to consult him about the
advantages of the many Commonwealth savings
plans, burial insurance, and other insurance programs to assure a sound financial future for themselves and their families.
There is no obligation when you drop in to see him
at his home at Sycamore" Extd. and 15th Street or
call 1657-J.

K. E. COX
Commonwealth Manager
Mayfield, Ky.

Box 8

BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
-Wash, Dry And Fold
BUNDLE
Wedneiday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

9 lbs. 79c
20 lbs. $1.39

LOANS
VARYING REACTIONS of Iran's torrnerI P'remler Mohammed Mossadegh during his treason trial tn l'ehran-Upper: He gestures
with hie spectacles during one of his tirades against the court.
Lower: But during the prosecutor's four-hour rebuttal against
him, in which the prosecutor termed some Of 114ossadegh's antics
"funnier than Charlie Chaplin." Moseadegh put his coat under his
head and appeared to be asleep.
I'Ifs-motional)

Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed

Friendly Finance

BOONE

506 West Main

LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
South Side Court Square

Phone 1180

• MI

MURRAY, KY,

NANCY
SLUGGO

MAD AT
ME

•

113 South Fifth, Phone 193-.1•••

COMMONWEALTH

1111 awl= know,Sdia•
be ILMO P••••••• Ssndicao.

So she'd lost-unless...Unless bowl filled with apples, she had
she gambled again. Quickly Char. painted orange crates red to serve
lotte decided_ "It's going to sound as a bookcase and had hung yelcorny," she said. "My mother has low cotton curtains.
to have an operation; I pawned
"I've always loved color," her
the things to raise money for mother said. "It's very important
her."
to me."
Mr. Cummings
made
hand It was to Charlotte also.
washing motions. "I'll have to see
There was the strained silence.
this mother," he said. "And the What have we to talk shot;I?
CHAPTER EIGHT
pawn tickets. Bring them to my Charlotte thought. What did norAT LAST Mr. Cummings looked place at eight-thirty tomorrow mal girls say to normal mothers?
Marlotte over, from tier straight evening." He told her where to If only she'd quit devouring me
egs to her unwavering eyes. His come. "Perhaps I can help about with those great hungry -eyes . . .
log-gray eyes held a look of sly the operation ..."
"Let me ex you something," her
recrecy as they came to rest on
What would /Madly Post do mother urged. "I have tea, and
ter face.
now? Bay thank you for btring crackers, apples."
"Sit down. Miss Morgan," be such a sweet, understanding sadist.
Her mother probably lived on
old. And when she did, he went I appreciate it, Mr. Cummings? tea and crackers- No wonder she
on. "Do you enjoy worlung at I'll do as mucb for you some day, was sick.
Deletfleld's. Miss Morgan?"
I can hardly wait to reciprocate.
"I can't stay," Charlotte said. I
"Very much."'
She didn't say anything. As she can't swallow, either. "I didn't have
'Tye had the feeling that you left his office, Charlotte adjusted a chance to get a money order totare about a career, that you mean her expression, like a hat, just so,*day, there'll be a little delay, in
to get someplace, on to the big before srhe went down the aisle fact Just a day or so. I wanted to
Arne. And I think you could, Miss where everybody gaped to guess tell you."
Morgan. You have a way with what had happened.
Her mother's eyes widened,
words. But better than that,
That was the day Dorothy be- wondering. "1 0,
day I've tried not
fou're one of theogew women In gan watching.
think abdut
hat you said lt
last
sureness who doedn't let emotion
But now she must try to reach night," she said, "I push ,it down,
tile her. Rather remarkable, since her mother and explain. She would but it bobs up. So then I concenrou do nave emotion.. Don't you, telephone her tonight. No. She trate on what it will be like to
Kiss Morgan?"
would go and see her, learn how have health again. I'm still a
Charlotte smiled slightly and she lived. Was it simply curiosity young woman, I'll be able to start
waited. Not letting emotions rule she felt?
new .. •" The voice faltered. "Do
ler.
What else could it be?
have an apple." She passed the
Mr. Cummings Laughed, only It
Charlotte waited till after she'd bowl to Charlotte, who took one
was not a laugh. "I could make eaten dinner. Then she started and cupped it in her hands.
something of you." He m nsed. slowly, even Indecisively. It was
"Do you remember that big old
'Don't we pay you enough?"
as though she were a child, drag- Jonathan apple tree at home?"
applied
"You mean because I've
ging home in dread of wailing Mrs. Morgan went on. "You used
punishment.
or a raise?"
to climb up to the top and just sit
"I think you know I mean beSuppose her mother did scold? for hours in a little nook of
cause of the missing merchandise. Who was she to cut a stone? branches. In the winter it was a
I wonder what you wanted enough What right had she?
As she twisted ugly thing, as though it
ed along the dark side street, had iirthritie in every limb. Then
to risk ruining such promise/1g
prospects." His narrowed eyes
lotto made up retorts to si- came the spring and it was young
paled her.
ce her mother.
again, blossoming like • bride."
"Do you think I took them?" A
Grimy kids with old faces played
"I thought you didn't like the
ansafer
an
than
question was
on the sidewalk. A fat w o m•
country," Charlotte said.
swer. Her index finger twitched walked her dog that wore a limp
"All the beauty was so shortagain.
red ribbon on his harness. His legs lived," her mother answered.
"People were taken in by what were as rheumatic, his eyes as
Charlotte twisted the apple
they regard as your open face. red-rimmed as thole of his mis- around said around. "I have to
Were they more perceptive, they'd tress, who kept conversing with tell' you something," she began. '1
see It's merely restrained. You hint in baby talk. The flotsam, the stole yesterday. I pawned store
have • rare ability to hide your jetsam. The tallow-sallow faces, jewelry to get the money. Nobody
feelings. Are you a kleptomaniac?" the sac They were the rule on knows but the president, Mr. CumCharlotte stood Op. "I've told this street where her mother lived, mings. He'll keep It quiet He'll
Charlotte began to peer at the lend us the money, I think, if we'll
the detective my complete story,"
house numbers, seeing the dim go to his place tomorrow night."
she said coldly.
bulbs that barely lighted the dingy, Charlotte waited for the recrimi"Have you?"
Charlotte saw that Mr. Cum- dusky hallways- She climbed the nations.
mings was enjoying himself. "Muss Mont steps of her mother's place
But her mother simply sat,
Morgan." tie said, "1 always know and pressed the bell of Charlotte hands locked in her Lap.
Always.
Morgan. The buzzer sounded, and
what people are thinking.
"Welt, go on, say It!" Charlotte
If you will confess to me that you she went Inside. The odor of tridlurged. "Ask how I could stoop ter
nothat
gence,
see
things,
I'll
of cabbage and cooking foltook the
stealing. Well, I'll tell you how.
body else knows about it. Other- lowed her all the way up, but it
It's because I had no mother to
wise, I'll keep on till you confess wasn't that alone which caused this guide me when my character was
within
her. ...
publicly. After that, I hardly think queasy qualm
being formed."
Delafleld's or any other store would Smudges of many hands stained
"I know," her mother said. "I
want your services. I wonder what the hall svadpaper, mars of many
heavy feet scuffed the bare stairs. know."
would become of you."
The sad, resigned voice. The atCharlotte stared at hint. It oc- AU was drab, dark, dreary. Here
titude of aceeptance, swallowing
curred to her his expression WW1 sin and sickness bred.
i pened the door. her everything life served up.
Her
like that of a man she'd once seen
motherzhen she saw who
"Is it thst you want me to live 7"
watching TV wrestlers- when they face lighting
she asked Suddenly. And then, as
began to crack each other's It was.
"Charlotte!' What a nice sur- though afraid, to bear the answer,
fingers.
went on. "I'll meet you tomorrow
tie leaned toward her. "I can prise. Come fin."
-The room was a box, but Char- night Because I find I want to
help you to be big time," he said.
"I think we might-understand lotte New that her mother had a live."
touell. There was a cheap blule., _..1.....igieo B. Costiased)
each other,"
_

from
FURCHES

Local Representative of the

and reporter Patty Loofman.
The senior officers are: president. Joe Ellis; vice president
Barbara Washer; secretary, Sonja
Greenfield; game leader, Farley.
Miss Rowland and Mr. Moss
gave a demonstration on the wiring of an electric plug.
Two community leaders were
present. they were Mrs Baron
Palmer
from
the
Wadeburge
Homemakers Club, who will help
-the junkor girls with their projects and Mrs. Kennith Palmer
from the Kirksey Homemakers
Club. - who will help the senior
girls with their projects.
Mrs. Palmer will meet With the
i r ls in the home economics room
easb.,,third Friday after school at
2:30 pit.
This month they will study pattern alteration Those who wart

Every Officer in the FFA is continually striving to improve his
abilities.

sake

KEYS KEEL

ty _ WfiL _vice _president. Nancy
'Bazzell;
secretary.
Lan
Ray;
Song leader, Eva Mae McCallon;

each officer
attended a cLass
where the duties and responsibilities of his office were discussed.

SYNOPSIS
Her eats weren't the osir Wass
'Parrying Charlotte Morgan, ac• copyrrIter for the Kingsley Cummings admortising firm. There was her mother,
rho ran airs, from her father. and
or when she was 12. Charlotte had
utolen lewelry to help her mother albough she despised her. Eric Ha
MO 10 love with her.
TWO other embyes of -The King" hated her. And
ter cats kept trying to tell her somebiog.

nt, Etc.

About 100
mailboxes in two
Bourbon county communities were
painted in a 9-H club improvement
program.

November 14, 1953
The Kirksey 4-H Club met for
their .second
regular
meeting,
November 4, at 1030 a.m. There
was a good attendance in each
group.
There were thirty-four in the
junior group.and forty-one in the
senior group present at this meeting.
The election of officers was completed during this meeting. The
junior officers are; president. Bet.

The Hazel FFA officers participated in the District Leadership
Training at Murray Thursday afternoon.

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Bay a

Lamps and shades, slip-covered
chairs and Swedish weaving were
exhibited by members of home
makers clubs at the
McCreary
County Fair.

Kirksey 4-H
News

FFA News

•

it

The feeds are available only for
feeding basic foundation herds or
flocks (beef and dairy cattle, sheep
and goats) and are authorized only
for farmers who have less than a
30-day feed supply on hand and
who are not in a financial position
to buy feed at prevailing market
prices.
Eligibility for the feeds at these
reduced prices is determined by
county drought committees composed of the county PMA committee chairman, the county Extension agent. the FHA county
supervisor, and a prominent farmer and a local banker selected by
the first three named.
The program will be put into
effect immediately in the 43 newly
designated counties. Farmers in
designated counties may file applications for the feed at coty
PMA offices.
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help with their sewing project Three bulldozera have
been bury
may attend this meeting.
digging
ponds,
straightening
Mothers are urged to help their creeks and clearing land
in Mewdaughters with their projects and fee county.
are welcome at the meetings.
Miss Rowland gave premuim
awards to the girls, who won ribbons on their clothing project at
the state fair.

1

Feeds received by Kentucky
1120c Local. Can learn. Write Box 32-J,
Murray, Ky.
n2Cc farmers through the U. S Department of Agriculture drought emergency program totaled 12 cars of
corn, 16 cars of oats. and '295 tons
of cottonseed meal and pellets, acSECONDNOTICE - THE HARRIS GROVE cording to reports received by the
Telephone Co. will meet at Tay- State USDA Drought Committee
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle ) lors Store, Dec. 11th at 630 p.m
to elect officers and operator for
WOW MOON NUM
1954.-Lesion Hall, Sec. and Treas.
OM WORM 000
nl9p
PRO MON

WANTED

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

cottonseed meal at $35 a ton.

By Ernie Bushissi'ller
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ABB1E an' SLATS

HERE'S A l'!EATLY
FOR TT-IE CARE=9
TYPEWRITTEN LISTING LESS PLAYBOY
OF MY DEBTS--; PRESSIVE, WHAT'? AND TYPE YOU HAVEN'T
A CONTRACT WHICH STIPULATES YOU ARE MISSED
A TRICK,
TO PAY THEM IMMEIZATELY, AND THEN
FORK
[jy ROCK y,•,,... -.\
.
1;,' e OVER TO ME THREEtiirTI7f
--...-. Nq1M
1
MILLIONS THE
... •"
MINUTE WE SET -_-_-.
THE MARRIAGE
.._
PAY.'
—1

dcErittr—r:.
By Ftsebura Van Buren
'BOYS HAVE AVOIDED
I... GUESS
ME ALL MY LIFE...LIKE YOU JUST
WAS THE BEARER OF MET THE
I WANT EVERYTHING SOME PARTICULARLY WRONG
KIND
TO BE NEATLY
OBNOXIOUS
0'BOYS,
TIED
DISEASE;
MISS POLLY.

LET'S PUT IT THIS WAY-THIS IS MY
GOLDEN, IF YOU'LL FORGIVE THE
EXPRESSION, OPPORTUNITY...AND
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EDN

Opportunity
Days

Murray

PRICES GOOD
Thursday - Friday - SaturdsA
4

Pure Ground Beef

Extra Special
Purchase of Ladies New

NEW MOTEL
Cansielisgai te; units. MIS motel is very modern in
every respect. Lobate& on corner of intersection of

&man

Harris Grocery •
Wool Double Blankets
S per cent Wool, extra large, 72z84
Made to sell for $5.95

down payment, remainder

values to $34.50

on easy terms

Phone 483

Ground Beef
Pound 35c

Special $4.95

1950

..

Special $25.0o
Belk-Settle

Tucker Real Estate Agency
502 Maple Street

Four door, custom 8, over-drive, white indwell tire.,
jet black finish. Spot lights, wrap around bumper
guards, front and rear. Mechanically perfect. Writ
clean car.

Fall Coats

two federal highways.
PirTead Very Reasonable

Pound 35c

1950 Ford

Wilson&Son Used Cars
Check These

21 inch Emerson TV
Console with radio and automatic record player. Rag.
$569.95, plus installation.

'Special $495.00 Complete
with $156.00

Bargains

installation. Save 8230.00

Waters Grocery
National Stores

Twelfth and Poplar

Only one to sell

••

Murray Home & Auto

Each Wednesday
•

Save Regularly

Bank Of Murray
Regular saving is your security for the
future

Jeffrey's

At The _

For sale or will rent
Expert Repair Service

'

SHOES
Regular $2.98 and $3.98
Special $2.00

L.3mi
New or Reconditioned
All Brands — Standard or Portable

One Big Table
•
,...V • '
11..

Sad„Wheat
Top Quality

$2.25 per bushel
W.D.Shoemaker Seed Co.
Phone 415

-•-virDNIAPP

301 h
The Nationally Famous

Siegler Oil Heating Stove
None other like it
During the Sale

Multi-Vitamins with Red B-12 liver concentrate
Iron. Box of 72 capsules

Cold Wave Permanent

and you will have a receipt for each
transaction

Start An Account

10 Percent Off For Cash
Urban G.Starks

Pay By Check

PLENA_MINS

Peoples Bank

. Your Rexall Dealer

CHRYSANTHEMUMS
PLANTS
$2.00

Murray Paint & Wallpaper

at the

Dale & Stubblefield

Home Of
Sherwin Williams
Products
Phone 323

107 North 5th
awe owed.

Special Features

1952 Chevrolet
Belair

Every Day At The

Varsity
Fri., Sat., Sun. and Mos.

One owner — with all extras

At The

Regular 510.00 for $6.50

Shirley Florist

L&R Motors

Specials

End of Summer Clearance

SPECIAL:

Men'sNew Fall Slacks

$50.00 Reduction

Deluxe Hamburger

Regular $12.95 now $9.95
Regular $9.95

On Any

French fries and cold slaw,

Serve! Refrigerator
Airlene Gas Company

35c
Rudy's

Now $7.95
Graham & Jackson

Capitol
• Oven Ready
DRESSED TURKEYS
49c lb.
Kroger
Seventh and Alain Streets

4
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Opportunity
Days
PRICES GOOD
Thursday - Friday - Saturday

4

siclewall
around bumper
perfect. Liars

Rayon Gabardine Water Repellant

Crosley Applianets

Regular $17.75

For Good Used Cars

For Battery Service
GOODYEAR DELUXE ALL-WEATHER
18 Months Warranty

Special $12.75

Guaranteed cars at low finance cost

$11.95 ex.
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply

Thurman's Furniture Co.

•

Hill's Used Cars

eorn-Austin Company

208 E. Main Street

. Prizes Given

4th & Walnut

arid receive credit of $1.00 on the purchase of any

2:00 p. m.

Special $84.50

Courthouse

Riley Furniture & Appliance

illackSiiedeltx.fards-

DuesTettie-Pertaanents-,

Floor Lamps

AT.

Complete With Bulbs

Love's Children's Shop

E.S.Diuguid & Co.

AIM

Jean's Beauty Sin)

P hone1556

50% Discount

Thursday,Friday or Saturday

1-9401AR.
two door blac

Regularly priced at $15.00

Family Shoe Store

71/
2 lbs.98c

$2954

Swami's Grocery

Hugo Wilson Motor Sales

Across from Postoffice

Guaranteed Satisfaction

Phone 682

SPECIAL BUY

FOR

Special Group

Quality -- Courtesy

Piano Music

Your Choice

50c Off

2-piece Living Room Suite

On each pair of

Regularly at $198.60

allpaper

Phone 886

On

Now $7.50

ams

.•.

For Hams and Bacon

Special $4.95

301 Main Street

210 East Main

coat, snowsuit or jacket

9x12 Alexander Smith

Crepe Sole, White Eyelets

;eed Co.

Phone 589

Bring A Copy of This Ad

$98.50 Wool Carpet

November 28
lay

Headquarters

Top Coat - Rain Coat

Easy Terms
I Cars

See Hill

Call 44

15c Per Copy

Phone 323

Gloves

$149.50
See Oui Show Window

Superior Laundry

Chuck's Music Center
SOPA

Murray Fashion Shoppe

Crass Furniture Co.

lreS

Check These

tracts

mionommoupssmenioneli

Special
with $269.95 Deluxe Deep Freeze Electric Range

Absolutely Free

In Tin

don.

KEYS

Maxwell House Coffee

Bargains
Each Wednesday

88c lb.
Tolley Food Market

Before You Buy Check

Prices - Quality - BTU Rating
of

One Heavy Aluminomware Set worth $24.95
One Big Cook Book worth $7.00

A.B.Beale &Son

A $25.00 cash rebate to more than pay your cooking
bill for one year
Limited Time Only
Easy Terms

Phone 36

Purclom's,Inc.
SPECIAL

Holmes & Edwards Youth
Pattern
One 12 Piece Set of

Nylon Hose
First Quality, 66 Guage, 12 Denier

$1.50

$1.98

to the

This is a discontinued pattern
REGULAR $84.50

We Undersell on Stoves

FOXCRAFT
81x99 Sheets

Subscribe Today

oil Heaters at

SPECIAL $42.25

Lindsey's

Ledger and Times

Littleton's
MENITIPIR

Adam's Shoe Store
Wig

4

A krt. blX
LEDGER & TIMES, MU
RRAY, KYIN'itIC
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WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burkeen, Editor...
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Home Department To
Make Tour At Meet

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMB

1---/"ER7cONALS

ER 18, 1953

Mrs. Allen Bondurant
of Paducah were the Sunday
guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kla
pp on
Sunday.

The Home Departmen
t of the
Neighbors and friends
Murray Woman's Clu
The annual conv
gathered
b will meet
ention of the
at the home of Mrs.
at the club house Thu
• • •
United Daughters
Ethel Darrsday afterof the Confed- noo
nell
Tue
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n
at
y
A son weighing seven pou
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one
-thirty o'clock.
rnoon to quilt for
eracy which Was
nda
held in WashMrs. James Black,
whose home arid eight ounces was born to Mr.
Mrs. Glenn Charles
ington, D. C., last
is in charge was destroyed by fire recently land Mrs. Preston Sout
week. Novemhard
.
of
of the program whic
ber 1-12, was of
h will he a Mr. Black recently left for
special interest tour
De- Murray Route Two at the, Murof the Murray Manufact
troit
,
Mich
,
ray Hospital on Monday, Nov
to a local Murray
urfamily; Mr. and ing Company plan
emWedneaday. November
••
t. All members
111
Mrs. Oatman Grogan ope
ber 16
thirty °clock. Mrs.
Mrs. Leonard _Vaughn,
The East Hazel
ned her
B. F. ScherfWest Main. are requested to be at the c
Mr. and Mrs. Bourke
Homemakers fius
home for the regu
will
Man
tle and
lar meeting of Club will meet with
present the progra
Their daughter, tile
promptly
m on
Mr... W. C. -Peace
at
the Woman's Soci
former Car- house
cne-thirty children, Little Bourke and
Circle I of the Wom
Time Uses of Atomic
ety of Christian Alton at one o'cl
Maro'clock where transpor
an's Mb- olyn Vaughn, now
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Service of the
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Mrs.
will
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sionary Society of the
e Ise:1i- be furn
Mr. and
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Con
t,
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r, N. C., wrote 16 depart
list Church met in the
held all
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home of say
chapter of
Thursday.
her family certainl
Mrs. Jack Kennedy
For Thanksthe UDC will hold
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y got in Ei
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the group
The president. Mrs
"twitter" as they
vember 10, at two-thi
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got
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rty o'clock
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meet In in the afternoon.
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around on
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members were pres
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School,"
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Mrs. J. 0. Cook gav
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mem
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the
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the President Genera Joe Parker,
a study of the geogra
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Mrs
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Thursday, November
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the funeral
of Mr Weeks' mother,
Mrs W A.
Weak; in Paris, Tenn.
Mrs weak&
is a sister of Mrs Buckin
4.
gham
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A
AilA A ill. A
Ahh.
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Mrs. A. B. Cloys and
A 4 6.
Mr and Mrs Jack Shro
son and
at an- Mrs. Hass
ie Cloys spent Sunday
nounce the marriage of
their with relatives at
Clinton.
daughter. Jacqueline. to
Mr Choirlie Lugene Burkeen son
of Mrs.
Pernecy
Weatherford
of
New
Concord.
The wedding took plac
e November 1. at Corinth.
Miss
Attendants were Miss Beve
rly Bray-- —
ner, Mr. Billy Joe King
ins, and
TUESDAY AND
Mr. Franklin,urkeen
, brother of
WEDNESDAY
the bridegroom.
"THE CLOWN"
Mrs Burkeen chose for
her wedding a dress of white
Starring Red Skelton and
faille with
a collar of black velv
eteen She
Greer
wore a white angora
With Tim Considine
hat trimmed
with pearls and rhinesto
nes. She
wore an orchid. Miss
Brawner
THURSDAY ONLY
wore a navy suit w4th
black
cessories and her corsae- was ac- Leo Gorcey With The Bowof ery Boys and Hun
ts Hall in
red roses
"NO HOLDS BARRED"
The couple is now resi
ding
at
1611 Mi:ler Avenue,

Rimsells Chapel WSCS
Meets In The Home Of
Mrs. Oatman Grogan

ho,
of
of
Tu
oc

Phone 55 or 1150-M

National Convention
Of UDC Of Special
Interest TO Vaughns

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Jack Kennedy Ls
Hostess For Meeting
Of Circle I Of•WMS

,

Lakeview Drive-In

Rev. and Mrs. Phelps
Hosts For Missionary
Auxiliary Meeting

days till you see
the 1954

Mrs. B. F. Scherffius
Entertains The Mary
And Martha Class

NA S H

CASE OF
LARCENY

11

I

VARSITY

Missionary Society Of
Scotts Grove Church
Has Regular Meeting

426W6"
.
..955.
MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME

LAST TIMES
TODAY

MICKEY ROONEY
EDDIE BRAWN
ELAINE STEWART

— THURSDAY ONLY —
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PERSONALS

ROCKliDSON
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PIPER LAURIE 72-ew,we*

usans,,
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Jacqueline Shroat Is•
Married To Charlie
Burkeen In Corinth

Ammimmift.
95 Drive In
Jane
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rHESE WOMEN

By d'Aleartio

REMOVE MIS ilARRIER1
Off The Trains"
cent "Keep 'Ern levied as a war
per
15
In 1944, a
passenger fares was
for defense
excise tax on
conserve train space YOU ARE
measure • .. to
over ,.. but
ation . The war is
ans
por
t
tr
TAX.
N G TH1S
TransSTILL PAYI
another Federal
tax goes
cen
t on
this
per
wit
h
thr
ee
Along
of
tax
lox
-0
mov
Exc
ed by
ise
freight
portation
levied only on
cha
arri
rge
ers.
s,
freight
public common c
railroads and other

r... sophisticated beau-catcher.
versatile ensemble of Chroma
pua
agetate spot-proof taffeta with
flatteringly draped bodice and
young,
surplice-closing Enipire jacket
that's
banded at the bottom and fast
ened
with rhinestones. Black., Frosty
Green, Copen. Sizes 5 to 15... $16
.95
°Cod by the Muss Modes Board of Bevi
es,.
COWS. VI, TR Y
... then
•

COS

THVI SW TT VTR WOOSS SASH IOW
others in colorful 3-D.

see a and

LittletOn's

OUTDATED
BOTH TAXES ARE
BE
..AND SHOULD CO
NGR ESS!
REPEALED BY
1

"But, Alvin_you said
you wanted to end
ment, didn't you?"
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